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Louise Barrell

An introduction to …                                                 
Hertfordshire’s SEND Benchmark & Planning Tool
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Aims for the session

• Putting Hertfordshire’s SEND Benchmark & 
Planning Tool (SEND B&PT) in to context

• Introducing the self-evaluation process 

• Exploring how the incremental statements 
provide a clear structure for identifying 
manageable next steps and celebrating 
success
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The Hertfordshire context
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Herts SEND Quality Offer

Herts SEND                 
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Freely available to 

all schools and 

settings

The Hertfordshire SEND Toolkit
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Setting the Scene: Hertfordshire 
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The SEND B&PT Structure

• 5 sections: outcomes from SEND strategy

• Each outcome has a range of incremental statements to be discussed and 
best-fit highlighted

• Key questions to support discussion and evidence

• Space for notes and actions

Emerging                                  Expected                                  Exemplary
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ExpectedEmerging Exemplary
Inconsistent                    regularly consistent

Some                                teachers                              all staff

Limited evidence           good evidence                   comprehensive/
wide ranging evidence

Informed                         consulted, engaged          partnership,                         
.                                                                                     participation

Lacks impact                   promotes good                 evidences strong 
outcomes/progress          outcomes/progress
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A snippet from the Quality SEND Offer

Outcome 5: We expect all schools and settings to work proactively 

and collaboratively to improve provision through: 

• participating in the development and delivery of local services through 

DSPL groups 

• working with health and social care, local authority support services 

and voluntary sector organisations (6.79) 

• agreeing actions that ensure successful transitions between schools, 

phases, year groups as appropriate (6.42) 

• cooperating with the local authority to respond to recommendations 

from all SEND strategy work-streams (2015-2018) 

• cooperating with the local authority to review and develop the Local 

Offer 

• regular review, monitoring and evaluation, including the views 

experiences and involvement of pupils, parents and others 
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Key Questions

• What do you have in place?

• How well does it work and what difference does it 
make?

• How do you know? What evidence to you have to 
support this view?

• Next steps ….   even better if

Emerging Expected Exemplary
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Annual Survey – summer term
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Thank you for joining the session 


